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Conspiracy theories from, and about, Russia - Flights of ...
https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/04/14/conspiracy-theories...
RUSSIA attracts conspiracy theories. Just ask the thousands of Poles who marched on
April 10th, the eighth anniversary of the plane crash near Smolensk, Russia, that killed
Lech Kaczynski, then Polandâ€™s president, and 95 other passengers.

Ex-CIA chief says Russian bots fueled Jade Helm
conspiracy ...
thehill.com/policy/.../cia/...russian-bots-fueled-jade-helm-conspiracy
Former CIA Director Michael Hayden said this week that Russian bots helped fuel a
conspiracy theory that the Obama administration would use a 2015 military exercise to
impose martial law in Texas.

Trump conspiracy theories are a Kremlin tactic - â€¦
www.businessinsider.com/trump-conspiracy-theories-are-a-kremlin...
Our news sounds more Russian, the way we think about our government is more
Russian, and what we accept as fact starts to slip away. Trump is fomenting conspiracy
theories and delegitimizing the media and the government. Russia watchers know well
that that's a Kremlin tactic. The way the Russian ...

Is the Russia Conspiracy Theory About to Morph into an
...
Frontpage Mag
5 days ago · The Russia conspiracy theory was always an awkward fit. Hillary Clinton
had come bearing a Reset Button to Russia. Obama had run on a Russian reset and
there he was on a hot mic telling Russia's Medvedev that he'd have more flexibility to sell
out our interests after the election. And the whole ...

Why Conspiracy Theories Take Hold in Russia | HuffPost
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/eliot-borenstein/why-conspiracy...
Jul 28, 2014 · All it takes is an hour or two of Russian state television to learn that
someone is plotting against Russia. Watch for a few more hours, and you'll find ...

The Week the Russia Conspiracy Theory Fell Apart |
Breitbart
www.breitbart.com/.../07/28/week-russia-conspiracy-theory-fell-apart
The Russia conspiracy theory so beloved by the media and the Democratic Party fell
apart this week -- though it was easy to miss, amidst the chaos at the White House and
the collapse of Congress's effort to repeal Obamacare.

Videos of russian conspiracy theories
bing.com/videos

See more videos of russian conspiracy theories

Melania Trump's many conspiracy theories and the â€¦
www.businessinsider.com/melania-trump-conspiracy-theory-evidence...
Here are four outlandish conspiracy theories about Trump, and the reasoning behind
their ... While Trump doesn't speak Russian, she does know English, French ...

Russian spy: Conspiracy theories and denial in Russia ...
www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43415057
On state television and social media, Russian citizens and media commentators have
espoused similar theories in starker terms. Conspiracy theories implicating the UK and its
allies in the poisoning of Sergei and Yulia Skripal have been widely shared in order -
adherents claim without evidence - to attack Russia.

The Hillary Clinton Russia Uranium One Conspiracy
Theory ...
www.newsweek.com/...conspiracy-theory-distraction-trump-russia-694525
â€œFor this conspiracy theory to be true, she would have to twist the arms of all these
other eight Cabinet secretaries, which is completely absurd and completely
implausible,â€� said Max Bergmann, a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress
who specializes in U.S.-Russia relations and who worked at the State Department under
both Clinton and â€¦
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Yet another Russian
conspiracy theory falls

YouTube · 9/30/2017 ·

3:59 HD

McEnany on Russian
'Conspiracy Theory'

YouTube · 12/27/2017 ·

1:03 HD

Just another day in US
politics: Top-3 anti-

YouTube · 2/6/2018 ·
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List of conspiracy theories - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_conspiracy_theories
Conspiracy theories which allege that the Armenians wield secret political power are
prevalent in Azerbaijan, and have been promoted by President Ilham Aliyev. Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlüt ÇavuÅŸoÄŸlu has claimed that the Russian media is â€¦

Aviation · Business and industry · Deaths and disappearances · Espionage

Russia's Most Popular Conspiracy Theory Is All But â€¦
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/dulles-plan-conspiracy...
A popular conspiracy theory links the decline of Russian culture to American intelligence.
Public domain. Conspiracy theories, like jokes, do not translate easily across cultures.
Rooted in the anxieties of the place that spawned them, theories popular in one part of
the world may never penetrate another.
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